
Stan Kempthorne  - prisoner of war
Martyn Kempthorne, a second generation “immigrant” from Cornwall and his wife Lillian had settled 
at Noonses, High Wych at some point in the late 1920s to bring up eight sons and a daughter. The 
second world war brought great changes to that family. Six of the eight boys served in the army.  

Frederick Martin, the oldest, born in 1918 served in the Royal Artillery. He took part in the liberation 
of Paris and was also involved in fighting around Nijmegen in the Netherlands. Leonard George 
(Len), born 1921 served in the Essex yeomanry. He took part in the D Day landings and was also in 
the Netherlands. He became firm friends with a family there and kept in touch with them for the rest 
of his life. David William, Billy, born 1923 was in the Royal Army Service Corps during WW2 and 
served in India. Kenneth John, Ken, born 1925 was in the navy and served around France and in 
the Mediterranean. Gerald Arthur, born in 1925 was given the choice of going in the army or working 
in the mines as a “Bevin boy” He chose the army, went in the Service Corps and stayed in the UK. 

Of all the 8 brothers though, it was Stanley Clifford, Stan, born 1919, who had the most eventful 
time. As a member of the Durham Light Infantry, he was sent over to France with the British 
Expeditionary Service in late May 1940 but got captured on the beaches near Dunkirk.  Along with 
thousands of other POWs, both French and English, he was then marched off across Northern 
France and Belgium possibly even to the Netherlands. That march must have taken them some 2-3 
weeks. Somewhere on the border with Germany, it might have been Arnhem, they were then put on 
a train or lorry eastwards. Their ultimate destination was the Lamsdorf POW camp also known as 
Stalag VIIIB.  

Lamsdorf was in upper Silesia, an area, north of the Czech border, which until 1945 was part of 
Germany. Nowadays the town is called called Lambinowice and is in Poland. Silesia, like the 
Sudetenland in the North of the Czech Republic, on which it borders, has long been a disputed area. 
There was and to an extent still is a substantial German speaking proportion amongst the local 
population. Most villages, towns and cities have and had Polish and Czech names as well as (then) 
German ones. The Sudetenland was infamously ceded to the Nazis in Munich in 1938 and was 
according to Chamberlain “a faraway land of which we know nothing”.  In the following text place 
names will sometimes be mentioned in two languages.  The map below, made to show the results of 
the Munich accords, shows the area in question. Lamsdorf is two thirds of the way between Breslau 
– Wroclaw and the Czech border. 

 

 

 



 

Lamsdorf, Stalag VIIIB, was one of the oldest German POW camps. It had already been in use 
during the Franco Prussian War of 1870-71. From September 1939 the camp housed Polish 
soldiers. Later French, British, Canadian, Russian and other nations’ POWs arrived. Lamsdorf 
was certainly one of the biggest of its kind; all in all some 100,000 men passed through the 
camp. Stan, now POW 13911, was to spend more than three years in Lamsdorf. However, 
unlike the officers who were excused all labour, ordinary soldiers were forced to work. POWs 
were sent out on working parties or arbeitskommandos and worked in factories, on farms, some 
even in coal mines. Arbeitskommandos typically consisted of some 60 people and 
compensation was by way of “Lagergeld” special coupons that could only be used inside the 
camp. These were not much use. The true currency in POW camps was in fact the cigarette, 
especially those made from Virginia tobacco from the Red Cross parcels. Although there were 
some diversions such as sports days, musical evenings and a camp newspaper, the Clarion, life 
on the whole dragged on endlessly and drearily. Working outside, often in deep snow, life was 
hard. Treatment by the camp guards was harsh. On one occasion Stan had all his teeth 
knocked out from being hit by a rifle butt. Apparently though, the Poles were treated worse and 
the Russians worse still. POWs wrote home of course, but letters were always censored. 
Brother Raymond tells of letters with sentences being blacked out or even cut out.  

 

Lagergeld – the special camp “money” 

Many of the men held in Lamsdorf did not live in the main camp but in smaller satellite camps. 
These were often(usually?) tied to the arbeitskommandos. This was the case with Stan and his 
mates who most probably spent most of their time at the Niklasdorf – Mikulovice, 
arbeitskommando number E336 based at or near the Albert Foerster quarry and granit works. 
Niklasdorf was situated some 40 kilometres South West of Lamsdorf, just over the Czech 
border nowadays but then all part of “greater Germany”. It was at Niklasdorf that Stan met 
Gerald (Gerry) Weaver who became his best friend. Gerry came from Kidderminster and served 
in the Worcestershire regiment. Before the War Gerry had been working as a lab assistant. 
POWs worked out in the bitter cold in the forests but also harvesting potatoes, shovelling coal 
and at a sugar refinery. A document we looked at described Stan, POW 13911 and most of his 
mates worked as a “steinschleifer”, a stone polisher for the Albert Foerster company.  The 
Albert Foerster company was the most prominent of its kind in the area and in 1938 employed 
some 1800 people. 



 
 

 

 

 

  

Above on the left you can see a listing of POWs on the E336 arbeitskommando. On the right on 
top some POWs doing timber work – On the right below is an example of the censorship used 
on correspondence with “back home” 

At the camps soldiers from different regiments and regions even different countries were thrown 
together. The above list not only mentions 15 English prisoners but also a Scotsman, 4 New 
Zealanders and two Australians. Another interesting detail is the mention of Edwin Cawkel of 
Welton as “Lagerfeldwebel und Vertrauensmann” which can be translated as Camp Sergeant 
and confidant, a shop steward you could say, a person looking after his fellow prisoners’ 
interests with the camp guards. The reason might have been that Cawkell spoke German.  

Gerald Weaver was indeed Stan Kempthorne’s best friend at Lamsdorf – Niklasdorf. Gerald left 
some notes and photographs which thanks to his grandson Paul we were given sight of. Thanks 
to this we now have better insight into what happened to the two friends.	

Like Stan Gerry was captured in Northern France, in Calais to be precise and came to Lamsdorf 
via Cambrai, Rochefort and Trier to arrive at the camp on 14th June 1940. 	

 
	

	



 

The above picture shows Stan and his mates in the snow at Niklasdorf – Mikulovice. Thanks to 
Gerald Weaver’s notes we can tell you who is who. On the top row left to right: William Higdon, 

Carr, Knowles and Broad. Middle row, Stevens, Jenner, Traw, Cawtrell Forster. Bottom row 
Fowler, Berry, Kempthorne, Weaver and Young 

Whilst Stan and Gerry were friends and both members of the E336 Arbeitskommando, it cannot 
be assumed they were always billeted and working together. Neither of them spoke much of 
their experiences during the war, obviously preferring to put it all behind them. In the case of 
Stan we do know that he worked in the forests for a while and also that after Lamsdorf was split 
in two he spent some time in Stalag VIII-D Teschen (nowadays  Český). No such detail is 
known of Gerald Weaver. Twice in the notes Gerry mentions “started mucking in with Stan” so 
they obviously were not always together.   

 

Above a picture of the paper factory in Heinrichsthal, now Jindrichov, where, in August 1942, 
the lads from E336 “spent a most unpleasant time shovelling coal”. The place, now a museum, 
most probably looked less glamorous then compared with this present day photograph!   



Thanks to Gerry Weaver’s notes we have a better idea of life at Lamsdorf – Niklasdorf. Let’s go 
through them chronologically. We first learn that on 21st August they “left for Niklasdorf where 
500 of us worked on a large building scheme". This may have lasted until November 1941 when 
they “worked for Foerster’s doing stone polishing”. In December 1941 “15 of us moved into 
barrack at the stone factory. Started to muck in with Stan". This must have been barrack 3 as 
elsewhere Gerry provides a neat list of some 70 names broken down in 6 rows of what most 
probably must have been bunk beds. At Easter 1942, which that year fell on 5th April, “3 men 
had made a break and got caught at Breslau”.  In August they were at Henrichsthal – 
Jindrichow where they “worked at a paper factory spending a most unpleasant time shovelling 
coal”. In October they “spent a few days on a farm picking up potatoes and swedes”. On 4th 
November they started work at the sugar refinery at Troppau – Opava. It must have been at that 
same place that on 15th November Gerry “exchanged a pair of boots for a pocketwatch”. Back 
to Niklasdorf on 7th December where we are told that that Christmas was “the most enjoyable as 
a prisoner”.  In July 1943 Gerry “starts new work cooking for 90 men”. These efforts must have 
been much apprecciated as evidenced by the handkerchief pictured below on which all fellow 
POWs there thanked Gerry for a very much liked Christmas meal. Pictured next to it is a 
present Stan Kempthorne gave Gerry Weaver: a granite ashtray.  

       

Meanwhile in the outside world the war carried on. In the summer of 1941, the German Army 
had started of “Operation Barbarossa”, the Nazi invasion of Russia. In December the Japanese 
attacked Pearl Harbour which led to the Americans becoming involved. During 1942 in 
Stalingrad and Leningrad that German invasion into Russia stalled. During the first half of 1943 
the war in North Africa slowly turned the war in favour of the Allies. Then finally on 6h Junw 
1944 D Day heralded the recapture of continental Europe.  In the East the Soviet army had 
recovered and threatened the Nazis as well.  

In July 44, after D-Day, Hitler had already issued an edict ordering POW camps to be moved 
away from the front. By the Autumn of that year, with the Russians advancing from the East and 
the British and Americans from the West, the war had seriously gone wrong for the Germans.   
So in January 1945 the order was given to vacate the various POW camps in Silesia and the 
Sudetenland. In groups of 2-300 the POWs were marched away. These marches became 
known as the “long march” or (collectively) as the “march of death”. All this took place during 
what may have been the coldest winter of the twentieth century in Central Europe. 



 

Organising all this took some time of course and the situation became chaotic. It is therefore 
difficult to say how long the marches took, when exactly they took place and what route they 
took. It differed from unit to unit but in every single case it was horrendous. Soldiers had to steal 
food from farms; many died. It has been estimated that 3,500 US and Commonwealth POWs 
died on the marches. Initially the columns of soldiers were marched westwards as the Russian 
advance seem to go quicker. Later on they went eastwards again; it was chaos indeed. Those 
amongst readers that want to know more on the subject could watch an interview with Winston 
Parker, a Canadian airman who had been interned at Lamsdorf. Check it out at (280)	Winston	
Parker	-	Lamsdorf	Long	March	Interview	-	YouTube	

The exit from Lamsdorf seems to have started on 20th January. Strangely though and unless 
Gerry Weaver’s notes are wrong the inmates at Niklasdorf did not leave until 19th March. They 
marched to Freiwaldau (Jesenik), then Stiegesdorf (Skokerenice nad Orlici) then Brattesdorf 
(Bratrusov) where they rested for 5 days The notes then claim that on 22 March they carried on 
to Lukau near Lanskroun (Lukova Usti nad Orlici) which somehow does not make sense. There 
are then no entries for April whilst on 7th May the soldiers moved on to Rothwasser (Cervena 
Voda Usti nad Orlici) where they “slept in an old brick kiln. Here the column broke up as the 
guards got very frightened as the Russians were getting near) The friends “made good 
headway and caught a train at Gabel (Markvartice Jablonne v Podjestedi Liberec) That moved 
rather slowly though and “we were held up nearly all night by partisans turning trucks over on 
the railways. They were loaded up with German troops”. The next day “we decided to get off 
and walk. We arrived in a small town called Brandys. Here we were invited to stay for a while till 
things quietened down. We were the only English troops there so were made very welcome. 
Late that night the Russians arrived so there was plenty of celebrating. 

 

Brandys was – is only 23 kilometres north of Prague, the next stop on the boys’ journey. Lots of 
things had been happening there as well. On the map above we have tried to show the 
approximate route.   



 

The Czech capital had been in turmoil. As the Americans were advancing from the west, and 
the Russians from the east, on 5th May the Czech resistance had tried to liberate the city. This 
“Prague rising” lasted until 8th May and ended in a “victory” for the Germans. One day later the 
Russian army marched into the city. Whether Gerry and Stan aware of all this we do not know.  
Wandering round the city they stopped to look at a shop window when a girl addressed them 
from an upstairs window: “Hello English soldiers!” They were invited in and given hospitality by 
a Czech family. In Prague they must also have caught up with some fellow British soldiers as 
Gerry reports that on 15th May they “had dinner at Hotel Koruna and a good time was had by all” 
On 18th May Left Prague for Pilsen Aereodrome where they met the first American troops. “The 
rations were good here. We received 3 emergency rations a day + 9 cigarettes.” On 20th May at 
2.30 pm they “left  Pilsen Aereodrome by air for Rheims. Arrived at tent city no. 3 an American 
camp.” 

Things moved quicky then but not before Gerry could wax lyrical about treatment by the 
Americans. “We received a bag from the American Red Cross including a razor, a towel, soap, 
toothpaste and brush, 60 cigarettes, 6 bars of chocolate, a packet of sweets, 1 note book, 
writing paper and envelopes, 2 pencils and 2 packets of chewing gum. The day after they were 
interrogated whilst on 22nd May they left Rheims by Lancaster plane to arrive back in the UK at 
the ??? Aerodrome. Sadly that name was illegible in the notes. 

On 24th May Martyn and Lilian Kempthorne were informed that Stalag 344 had been liberated 
and that their son was safe. Youngest brother Raymond remembers the excitement very well. 
“In readiness, our mother had prepared a big sheet bearing the message Welcome home 
Stan. Two days later as I was walking on West Road towards Sawbridgeworth I spotted a 
soldier walking towards me. I ran back to tell the good news. Mother, mother, Stan is coming 
home!”   

 

From the Herts and Essex Observer 2nd June 1945 

Of course. the exact details of Stan’s adventures were, as yet, not clear. For one thing the Red 
Cross and other organisations had (willingly or not) painted too rosy a picture of life in the POW 
camps. Most importantly, just as many other war veterans, Stan was not always prepared to 
recount his experiences. As this writer can confirm, he did not like to be questioned about his 
life during the second world war. Over time though and in little snippets he did tell his family 
quite a lot. Most details of Stan’s side of the story are in fact based on brother Raymond’s 
recollections.  



 

After the war both friends did indeed return to their former place of residence. Paul Weaver,  
Gerry’s grandson, tells us the following: Grandad met Patricia in London shortly after he was 
demobbed in 1945. Gerry and Patricia were married in 1946 and moved back to Kidderminster. 
They had a son named Keith in 1947. Gerry worked at Richard Thomas and Baldwins LTD at 
Brierley Hill which was later was incorporated into British Steel. After retirement from British 
Steel, Gerry and Patricia lived out their lives in the quiet Shropshire countryside where we used 
to visit them. Gerry never spoke about the war at all, at least not to us his grandchildren, and my 
father only managed to get snippets when he was a child on the occasions they were visited by 
Stan. 

The men did indeed stay in touch initially, even visited one another, but plain geography did 
make that more and more difficult as time progressed. In September 1949 Stan married Ruby 
Sampford. The two of them then had two children (Neil and Patricia) and stayed together for 
more than 55 years.  Stan worked as a plumber. Ruby passed away in 2011; Stan one year 
later.  

Sources were Raymond Kempthorne, Jean Pedder, Patricia Smith (nee Kempthorne), the 
Durham Light Infantry website, the James Henry Miller website, Wikipedia, Peter Doyle’s book 
“Prisoner of War in Germany, the Herts and Essex Observer and as always HALS, aka County 
Archives. Particular thanks go to Roman Janas from the Czech Republic and to Paul Weaver 
thanks to whom we were allowed to use his grandad’s Gerald’s notes.  	

            	


